Mounting instructions: MiniFlex Model 2
Contents of Box:
1. One MiniFlex Model 2 Mic assembly (2Mic gooseneck attached to service module)
2. One cloth storage bag (for mic when not in use)
3. One 1/4”-XLR adapter (inside cloth bag)
4. One strap button attachment (in plastic bag inside the cloth bag)
5. One set of mounting instructions (you are now holding)
Step 1 Install the strap button attachment by placing
the loop ends on each end of the elastic cord over the
strap buttons at the tailblock and heel (some guitars may
first need a strap button installed at the heel)
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Step 2 Adjust the gooseneck so that one mic will be
loacted in the soundhole (pointing towards the back of
the guitar), with the mic at the end of the gooseneck
pointing into the center of the soundbox. Secure the
padded hook to the edge of the soundhole and stretch
the service module along the bass side of the fingerboard.

Step 3 Attach the service module to the strap button
attachment and plug the mono guitar cable (2 conductor)
into the output jack. Remember to use the 1/4”-XLR
adapter for P.A. boards and acoustic amps.
Suggestion... if there is not enough tension on the
elastic cord that connects the service module to the
soundhole, twist the mounting pad on the strap button
attachment to move the mounting pad down the back of
the guitar.
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More information:
Battery - every Model 2 uses a single AAA battery located in the service module. Battery
door slides open for easy access. Change the battery every 6 months, or if the mic tone deteriorates.
Warranty - For the original owner... every MiniFlex Microphone has a 30 day money back
guarantee, a one year unconditional warranty, and a limited lifetime warranty (nominal charge
for repair or replacement)

